
PONYO ON THE CLIFF BY THE SEA A BETTER VERSION OF THE LITTLE

MERMAID ESSAY

Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea, written, directed and animated by Hayao Miyazaki, in the year was an animated movie
aimed at young audiences and their parents. He took Hans Christian Andersenâ€™s short story The Little Mermaid as a
blueprint for portraying this poetic.

Miyazaki has haggard sev durationl prenominal cute scenes round the chief prenominal vul basinized fiber
misfire Ponyo, such as ingest noodles with her fan Sosuke and vie approximately with her pinky sisters. When
we compare a man in action and a girl in action, I feel girls are more gallant. A five-year-old boy named
Sosuke finds her on the shore and frees her, but cuts himself on the glass. Plus, though Myazaki rarely does
press, he is scheduled to do several interviews in the U. However the list continues: both stories contain an
evil magician. The balance of nature is thus restored and the previously stranded ships head back to port. The
movie became additionally attractive, as Hisaishi had used children to sing all the songs. Thirdly, with the
inclusion of more animated pictures and intoxicated music, audiences felt emotionally attached to the movie,
trying to feel the happiness and sadness of the characters in the movie. Advertisement Ponyo is geared toward
a younger audience than many of Miyazaki's previous films, and according to a The Japan Times review and a
The London Times review , the relationship that develops between Ponyo and Sosuke is more of a sibling
relationship than the love story of Ariel and Eric that fuels Disney's The Little Mermaid. She is curious about
the human world and, on an impromptu trip to the surface, meets a young boy named Sosuke, who she takes
an instant liking to, and it becomes her desire to become a human girl and stay with Sosuke and his mother. So
there are some differences here. The two movies offer on huge similarity, since they both involve sea life and
mermaids in particularly. What Ponyo did was immature and wholly apprehensible. I just say "cause I like
women. Brunhilde licks his wound causing it to heal almost instantly. Secondly, the complexity of the movie
initiates audiences to deeply think about how people should interpret love and relationship between people,
families, or even lovers. Miyazaki utilize his grand imaginations in diversifying the sea into a vivacious
character that can stage the sagacity of Ponyos father Fujimoto. Miami Herald Media Co. In add-on to that. In
the undermentioned portion of the essay. It is common that children would vociferate and call for their parents
when they visualise ambitious situations however, contempt the worry nigh his mothers slicing at that
moment, Sosuke tact replete p y traded all these challenges physically and mentally load-bearing a Ponyo too
to be strong. First the audiences could feel the love and the relationship between Ponyo and her father
Fujimoto. In this film. Frankie Jonas provides his voice in Disney's English adaptation. Even though there are
people criticizing the movie, but I believe that it has already qualified as a good animation movie because
Miyazaki has designed it to become approachable by both adults and children. Tokoro also provides the voice
of the Suigyo, Fujimoto's wave-like minions. Miyazaki had asked Joe Hisaishi to compose the background
music for the film.


